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Censorship resistance does not necessarily translate into utopia.



Technology development always led to the emergence  
of new political orders.



“When technology is mobile, and transactions occur in cyberspace (...) 
governments will no longer be able to charge more for their services”



Cryptographic technology is legally considered a weapon in the United States.





Bitcoin is a political act.



Proof of Work (PoW) ignores society.

Nakamoto governance is centered around machines, not people.

Biticoin’s white paper paragraph on governance (2008). Guaranteeing a right to privacy bent early blockchain 
design toward anonymity. While that approach helps fight financial corruption, political manipulation still 

exploits the internet in ways that can also be fought back with decentralized computation.



"The one vulnerability being exploited across 
all systems is Identity” 
Edward Snowden — Web3 2019 (Berlin)



Humans on the Blockchain.



Is Proof of Human (PoH) possible?

If a PoH protocol existed, then the social blockchain would emerge.

Dapps pending to be built: 

•  Democracy 

•  Universal Basic Income 

•  Portable Credit 
•  Alternatives to KYC 

•  Fair Airdrops 

Anything facing society, 
not capital.

Political initiatives that require Proof of Human.



Constraints: AI & Sybils.
Avoid recreating either Facebook or the Chinese Communist Party.



Name Spaces — The risks of a One Dimensional Identity 

Human identities narrowed down 

to a one dimensional identifier (eg. 
usernames, domains, addresses) 

that are kept on an immutable 
ledger can be a recipe for disaster 

in the wrong hands (eg. Totalitarian 

governments).



Proof of Human Prototypes.
Ongoing experiments aiming to verify human participants.



Kleros — Web of Trust TCR with Video Proofs.

Use a Kleros TCR that randomly elects jurors that verify video of candidate IDs.



Idena Network — Synchronous Turing Tests.

Which one of the two strips is the right one?

Idena implements a synchronous 
event held over the entire network 

where participants are required to 

solve Turing tests that are hard for 
Machine Learning systems to solve. 

This provides a proof of 

personhood assuming the tests 

cannot be captured by existing AI.



Idena Network — Synchronous Turing Tests.

Which one of the two strips is the right one?

Belonging to the class of AI-hard problems.  
Not based on pattern recognition (and hence exploitable by neural 
networks) but able to interpret information using common sense 
reasoning or reading the unsaid between the lines.

Created by Humans.  
Must not be created algorithmically in order to escape being a pattern 
recognition task, very much in reverse to how Google creates captchas.

Unpredictable and an infinity of possible captchas. 
The range of possible tasks should not be limited (similarly as in the tasks 
of understanding the meaning of a text, where there can be an infinite 
range of texts and meanings).

No major systemic vulnerabilities. 
We don’t mean the vulnerability of one single captcha, but a systemic 
vulnerability, which allows the algorithmic solving of hundreds of 
thousands of captchas with high probability, above 80 percent.

Machine Learning resistant games:



Intersectional Identity — Be Your Social Graph

The features of the pre-formal 

identity —intersections of social 
groups— are stored, in the normal 

course of human lives, in minds 

and other emergent personal 
records. This paper proposes a way 

of formalizing social intersections in 
order to verify identities.



Probabilistic Identity.
Humanity as a spectrum and not a discrete value.



Why Identity is Hard.

Objective SubjectiveID



A HumanRights( ) Algorithm.

Any given  
Ethereum Address

92.4% Human
A Score ranging from -100 to 100 that determines the 
probability of that address being a Unique Human by 

looking at its on-chain activity and certificates.



An ID scoring mechanism needs legitimacy.

Voter TechniqueCredits

4 credit tokens spent.Verified identity. 2 Votes

1

2

1 credit token spent.Verified identity. 1 Vote

9 credit tokens spent.Verified identity. 3 Votes

3

Quadratic Voting (QV) can effectively rank a long tail of preferences. 



Quadratic Voting generates organic data.
Comparing votes with Likert-Scale ballots not only reduced polarization but also led 

to a more organic distribution of preferences.
Without QV With QV

With QVWithout QV



Quadratic Voting results in Colorado (USA).

Results from first official QV implementation by a US Government (2019).

Colorado 2019 Quadratic Vote distribution:
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In 2018, before using QV, Rep. 
Hansen implemented a simpler 
version where each House Democrat 
received 15 votes to cast for the 15 
bills they felt deserved funding. The 
process generated “a big blob” 
of bills with roughly the same 
number of votes and no clear 
preferences.

Without Quadratic Voting:

“Colorado tried a new way to vote”,  
Wired  Magazine, March 2019



Democracy Earth is a 501 (c) 3 non-profit  
based in California, New York and Madrid. 

Stay in contact:

democracy.earth 

Santiago Siri — @santisiri 
Founder of Democracy Earth Foundation  
and leading RadxChange in Madrid. 

santi@democracy.earth & linkedin.com/in/santisiri/

http://democracy.earth
mailto:santi@democracy.earth
https://www.linkedin.com/in/santisiri/

